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By David Mitchell

Tarquin Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Lattice Labyrinth Tessellations, David Mitchell, Children
and adults love pattern. Fascination with Escher and with the
Alhambra and other patterns lead to intrigue into making them,
understanding them and inventing them. Now in Tarquin's long
tradition of pattern books that link art and mathematics, comes
a new title. Lattice Labyrinth Tessellations, an exciting, fertile, yet
almost unexplored Flatland situated in the gulf between Art and
Mathematics.The astonishing and elegant designs revealed in
this very short and almost elementary book are simple to make
and beautiful to contemplate, yet are unmentioned in the
textbooks and unknown to designers and architects, following in
the footsteps of the celebrated Dutch graphic designer Maurits
Escher. This is a guided workbook that will show you how to
construct an unbounded range of potentially intricate patterns
like those on the front cover. Many of these designs - in fact an
infinite number - can be constructed, step-by-step following
straightforward rules.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really
simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Ally Reichel-- Ally Reichel

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS
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